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“Consumers are increasingly looking for a car that matches
their particular needs and are happy to seek out these

demands from a growing number of manufacturers and
models. Suppliers, in turn, are looking to exploit and

expand profitable niches through continued innovations in
design and the use of new technology.”

– Neil Mason, Head of Retail Research

This report looks at the following areas:

• Children change what is sought from a car
• Urbanites think ahead
• Men and women have different priorities

This report investigates the changing face of the UK car market. It addresses developments that are
taking place within the car market and reviews the attitudes of consumers towards cars. Although it
focuses on immediate developments within the new car sector, the report also presents these in the
context of the used car market and cars already in ownership.

The UK car market is currently benefitting from strong sales. Yet, the market is more than just unit
sales, with a number of recent developments in the sector leading to significant changes in the types of
cars purchased. Notably, there has been a shift towards smaller vehicles, as well as recent growth in
segments of the market such as executive/luxury, MPV (Multipurpose Vehicle) and SUV (Sports Utility
Vehicle).

Mintel’s research suggests that actions by both manufacturers and consumers are behind the evolution
in the car market. Manufacturers have long been adapting to the rising cost of motoring and the need
for a car to be more than just a point of transport from A to B with the launch of an ever wider range of
formats and models. Drivers are equally playing their part in this development with the ever complex
uses to which they put their vehicles. Although actions such as commuting, shopping and leisure are
important in their own right, our research shows that cars have multiple uses, with the relative
importance of these uses varying depending on a wide variety of factors.
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Sluggish investment in advertising despite stronger car sales
Figure 41: Main media advertising expenditure by car manufacturers, 2010-14

Family cars dominate expenditure
Figure 42: Main media advertising expenditure by car manufacturers, by type of motor car, 2010-14
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Figure 43: Main media advertising expenditure by car manufacturers, by amount spent, 2010-14

Television – The media type of choice
Figure 44: Main media advertising expenditure by car manufacturers, by media type, 2010-14
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Around two thirds of adults own a car
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Medium and small cars are most popular with owners
Figure 48: Car ownership, December 2014

Young adults opt for small cars, while older adults choose larger and specialist vehicles
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Commuting dominates as the main use for a car
Figure 49: Uses to which a car is put, December 2014

Men and women focus on different uses for a car

Differences in perceived importance of car use by age are evident

Rural car owners rank use of cars for commuting and school runs as very important

Social status plays a major part in car use

The Consumer – Car Ownership

The Consumer – Type of Car Owned

The Consumer – Use of a Car
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Key points

Assistance with driving important to many car owners
Figure 50: Features sought from a new car, December 2014

Men go for tech while women look for driving enhancements

Older drivers appear more interested in new features

Urban drivers attracted to EVs and hybrids

Certain features span all socio-economic groups

Children bring about new demands

New and used car owners look for different things
Figure 51: Features sought from a new car by age of car, December 2014

Figure 52: Features sought from a new car by age of car, December 2014 (continued)

Lower and upper medium car owners want more
Figure 53: Features sought from a new car by type of car, December 2014
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Meeting lifestyle needs are important to many car owners
Figure 54: Statements about cars, December 2014

Men seek out new experiences

Urban drivers are also forward thinking

Old and young drivers have different priorities from a car

Income and children have major impact on thinking

Environmental interest varies sharply by type of vehicle currently owned
Figure 54: Statements related to main car by age of car, December 2014

Owners of specific types of car favour certain statements
Figure 55: Statements related to main car by type of car, December 2014

The Consumer – Features Important When Buying a Car

The Consumer – Attitudes towards Cars
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